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Founded in 2011 to shake up the UK broadband market with its full-fiber broadband 
technology, Hyperoptic Ltd. has been named the “Best Superfast Broadband” provider by 
the Internet Service Providers’ Association for six years running. Full fiber offers consumers 
and businesses gigabit-capable broadband with average speeds of up to 900Mbps, which 
is over 11 times faster than the UK average. Full-fiber broadband delivers benefits to 
consumers and businesses through improved user experiences, increased productivity, 
and innovation. 

Hyperoptic is supporting the UK government’s target of covering the nation in full-fiber 
broadband technology by 2025 and is live in over 60 towns and cities across the UK. 
Hyperoptic’s rapid hypergrowth led to the need for an advanced ERP technology 
platform to provide a single source of truth and deliver automation, process simplification, 
standardization, digitalization, and real-time analytics.

Hyperoptic: Unlocking Ambitious 
Growth Plans with a Futuristic and 
Scalable ERP Technology Platform
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Fragmented legacy ERP systems with disparate processes
• Need for master data standardization and timely reporting to support key business decisions
• Inadequate visibility of stock levels, supplier invoices, payment terms, and integration with banks
• Lack of full transparency and standards in procurement processes

Why SAP and Tata Consultancy Services Limited
• SAP S/4HANA®, scalable ERP software to support Hyperoptic’s ambitious growth targets
• Opportunity to enable real-time visibility and integrate business operations with SAP® Integration Suite
• SAP Value Assurance program, which helped bring the software design closer to Hyperoptic’s business 

requirements and provided proactive support to help ensure a successful project
• SAP partner Tata Consultancy Services to help enable transformation and for application maintenance 

services, leveraging its contextual knowledge and vast experience of global transformation engagements

After: Value-Driven Results
• Improved productivity by standardizing business processes
• Enhanced internal controls and the integrity of master data
• Enabled real-time visibility into stock levels, supplier invoices, and payment terms
• Improved calculation of stock valuation and quality of information for write-offs and write-ons
• Created an intuitive user experience and facilitated better compliance by implementing SAP Fiori® apps 

and the SAP S/4HANA solution for advanced compliance reporting for use in digital tax submissions

Supporting a Fast-Growing Business by Standardizing Processes 
in Finance, Warehousing, and Logistics with SAP S/4HANA®

“To support future business growth plans, it was 
essential to standardize processes and gain real-time 
visibility into the supply chain and finance operations. 
SAP S/4HANA was key to achieving this goal.”
Pascal Koster, Chief Technology and Innovation Officer, Hyperoptic Ltd.

Hyperoptic Ltd.
London, United Kingdom
www.hyperoptic.com

Industry
Telecommunications

Employees
>1,400

Revenue
€46 million

Products and Services
Full-fiber broadband 
technology

Featured Solutions and Services 
SAP S/4HANA, SAP Integration Suite, 
SAP S/4HANA for advanced compliance 
reporting, SAP Fiori apps, SAP Integrated 
Delivery Framework, and SAP Value Assurance

50%
Reduction in time for finance 
month-end close, from 10 
days to 5 days

>95%
Purchase orders approved 
in the target time frame of 
10 days

Featured Partner
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Like many rapidly growing startup companies, Hyperoptic Ltd. sought a scalable, world-
class ERP platform to help standardize business processes, improve internal controls, 
and maintain the integrity of its master data. With the help of implementation partner 
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and the SAP® Value Assurance program, Hyperoptic 
implemented SAP S/4HANA® and SAP Integration Suite in just nine months.

SAP Integrated Delivery Framework was used throughout the project to lay out the roles 
and responsibilities for Hyperoptic, TCS, and SAP. By creating a structure for SAP and 
TCS to position their strengths to support the implementation, the framework accelerated 
the engagement from sales through to delivery.  

Following go-live, benefits to the business immediately accrued in areas such as improved 
stock visibility, faster procurement processes, faster financial close, and improved integrity 
of reporting to support faster business decision-making. Thanks to its intelligent foundation, 
Hyperoptic was also able to act with more agility and react faster to customer needs 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Creating a Foundation for Future Growth 
with Scalable ERP

Improved efficiency 
in warehouse 
processes

Faster decision-
making with real-time 
insights

25%

“SAP Value Assurance and TCS have helped us 
transform our business processes in finance, 
warehousing, and logistics. As a result, we have 
set the foundation for continued growth of our 
business.”
Ivica Stoicic, SAP Solutions Manager, Hyperoptic Ltd.

35%

Accuracy of master 
data achieved

100%
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